The first part of the course consists of lectures covering similar topics in vision and audition as Psych 210A (which was last offered in 2018F and currently is not being offered).

The second part of the course will deal with topics in attention and will involve brief lectures plus student reports of significant published articles. Some of these topics are similar to those covered the last time Psych 211 was offered (in 2013).

The basic principles of perception and attention comprise enough material to easily fill a full year. In one quarter, only so much can be covered. The selection of what to cover and in what depth depends in large part on the preparation, needs, and interests of the students as perceived by the instructor. To this end, students are asked to fill out the attached questionnaire and to email it to sperling@uci.edu ASAP before the first class. To the extent that the course is adapted to the enrolled students, a comprehensive syllabus cannot be prepared in advance. For a verbose list of some topics covered initially, on the class webpage click on "Details of initial topics covered, Winter, 2020"

Access to protected class materials will be made available for registered participants at the first class meeting. For class materials visit http://www.cogsci.uci.edu/~whipl/Psych211/
NEW PROBLEM ON WEBPAGE A msg will be sent when again OK to use.

All required reading and study material will made available under Class_Materials on the webpage.